2,580 volunteer hours

528 acres protected

260 tons of debris removed

Annual Report
July 1, 2014 - June 30, 2015
Thanks to your generous support, this was one of our most significant years yet! We not only successfully completed several significant projects, but were able to establish an endowment fund because of a generous gift from an anonymous donor.

This gift will sustain our stewardship mission for our conserved properties, maintenance and upkeep on our non-motorized trails, and significantly increase our capacity for future projects.

Below are just a few of the projects we completed during the last fiscal year:

- The planning process for the Red Grade Trails System continued this fiscal year. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) analyzed and drafted an initial environmental assessment of the 6 miles of the system located on BLM land, while the State of Wyoming approved 5.5 miles of proposed trail located on State land. We also secured a Recreational Trails Program grant and Maintenance/Construction/Planning grant from the State of Wyoming for the project.

- In April 2015, we continued work on the Tongue River Water Trail project and removed an enormous conveyor track from from the Tongue River, a dangerous hazard to recreational boaters and a detriment to water quality.

- In June 2015, we protected 528 acres of working agricultural lands and open space with a conservation easement in partnership with the Tenneson family. This project also protected the historic Doc Huson home, one of the few remaining rock homes built by early settlers still standing in the Clear Creek valley.

- In May 2015, we completed a riparian fencing project on South Dry Creek with landowners John and Vanessa Buyok as part of our Tongue River Initiative, a partnership with the Wyoming Game and Fish, Sheridan County Conservation District, and The Nature Conservancy. Leanne Wiess, a graduate student from the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, helped put together a monitoring framework for this project as part of her summer SCLT internship.

As we begin our 10th year serving the Sheridan County community, we would like to say thank you again for your engagement and support!

Colin Betzler
Executive Director

Mission: Sheridan Community Land Trust works to preserve open spaces, working ranches, wildlife habitat, healthy rivers and streams, and historic sites, while expanding non-motorized recreation opportunities to connect people with the places they love.
Our work continues to be made possible through direct support from a broad spectrum of investors. We would like to thank each and every one of you that made financial contributions to SCLT during the last fiscal year. We are sincerely grateful for your investment in your community and your trust in our stewardship of these resources.

I am pleased to report that SCLT finished Fiscal Year 2015 in our strongest financial position yet, in large part due to a generous gift made specifically to start a perpetual endowment fund. Once SCLT doubles the corpus of this fund through investment growth and/or additional restricted gifts, we will see further diversification to our funding strategy, ultimately resulting in an increased capacity to deliver projects that benefit members of our community and the local economy.

Whether you are an SCLT member, business sponsor, grantmaker or partnering organization, you can remain confident that your investment in SCLT continues to be strategically used to carry out our mission.

Jeff Way, Treasurer
Individual Members, Business Members, and Foundations

Robert and Kathleen Ahrens · Amy and Mike Albrecht · Jan and Angelita Allen · Tim and Carol Althouser · Anonymous (1) · Diana Ayers · Sandy Baird · Bernie Barlow · Suzanne Beaudeliare · Charlotte and Tim Belton · Joan Bennet · Lollie Benz Plank · Robert and Rosie Berger · Tommy and Lisa Bernard · Charles or Mary Lee Berta · Bjorn Betzler · Steve and Cindy Betzler · Francesco Beuf · John and Susan Bigelow · Frank and Georgia Boley · Thomas and Betsy Bradley · Tracey and Renny Burke · Bruce Burns · Jody Bush · Kim and Susie Cannon · Julie Carroll · John P. and Virginia Chase Jr. · Chevron · Connie and Carl Clark · Story Clark · Clifton and Janis Cook · Haultain Corbett and Katie Curtiss · Shirley Coy · Jenny Craft and David Carter · Don Crecelius and Edith Heyward · Peg Cullen · Tessa Dalton · William Davidson · Dick and Tami Davis · Elizabeth B. Denison · Scott Hummel and Charis L. Denison · Richard and Cindy Destefano · Stanley F. and Donna DeVore · Cissy Dillon · Chris Walton and Tammara Duhn · Lawrence and Mary Durante · Merry Ebben · Durwin and Wanda Elliott · Mike and Mary Beth Evers · Duffy Exon · Wayne and Judith Fahsholtz · Dr. and Mrs. John T. Fallon, III · Karen and Bill Ferguson · Trish and Cam Forbes · Homer A. and Mildred S. Scott Foundation · S.K. Johnston or Tucker Foundation · Doyl and Jaci Fritz · Ann Fuller · Joanne Garnett · Jonathan Gates · Joe and Lin Gilbert · Bob Giurgevich · Daniel and Ruth Goodenough · Taira Graves · Julie Davidson and Stuart Greer · Lois Hall · Corey and Stacy Hamrick · Charles and Ann Hart · Lynn and Diane Hegy · Mark and Tammy Heid · Lee Helvey · Jenny and David Heuck · Luann Heward · John Heyneman and Arin Waddell · Debra and James Hill · Gerald Hill · Ephraim Jackson and Dianne Hobbs · Aaron Holwell · Kathy Hosford · Neil and Hanna Hoversten · Elizabeth Howell · Jessie Huffman · Dale Jacobson · Jaime Jakes · Judy and Daryl Jennings · Matt and Lorraine Johnston · Rob Kennedy · Dick and Cathi Kindt · Dippy King · Mark and Tibbee Kinner · Sharon and Tom Kinnison · Ian Knutson · Bill Bensel and Kristina Korfanta · Karl and Toni Kukuchka · Brad and Susan Langa · Joyce Laya · Carmine LoGuidice · Christine Love · Kim and Mary Kay Love · Norb and Lori Lyle · Laura and Martin MacCarty · Delores Madzha · Stephen and Edre Maier · Gillian Malone · Joan Skewes-Cox Malone · Patti Manigault · Forrest Mars Jr. · Jason Martineau and Emily Emond · First Interstate Bank Foundation · Kary Matthews · Carol and Sam Paul Mavrakis · David McClintock · Mary Ellen McWilliams · Sarah, Tom, and Kellen Mentock · David S. Meyer · Etta Meyer · Susanna and David Meyer · Brian and Linnea Mirsch · Peter and Cynthia Mohsensi · Sally and Mike Morton · Jena Neeson · Jim Nelson · Scott Newbold and Julie Rieder · Mike and Julie Nickel · Randi Lou and TJ Nickel · David and Karen Nicolarsen · Rick and Cynthia Pallister · Carol and Mike Pastore-Watkins · David A. Paullin · David and Cathy Paullin · John Addlesperger and Betsy Pearson · Kay Pearson · Anne Pendergast · George and Nancy Pfeiffer · Bob and Gerry Phillips · Jerilea and Todd Phillips · Shiva Polefka · Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program · Scott Foundation Match Program · Kay Wallick and D.J. Purcell · Pat and Hal Quist · Jane and Bill Rader · Ken and Patty Richardson · Daniel and Rosemary Rieder · Tom Ringley · Rusty and Deborah Rokita · Bob and Colleen Rolston · Ben Roman · Heather Ruhsam · Tom and Barbara Sachse · M. Stacy and R. L. Sanders · Terry and Susan Savage · Rick and Joyce Schmidt · Margi Schroth · Curt and Linda Schwamb · Emerson Scott III · Joan and Tom Scott · Sam Scott · Jerry and Patty Sheldon · City of Sheridan · Sheridan County · Hon. and Mrs. Alan Simpson · Cody and Sarah Jo Sinclair · Mark Sonderby · Tom Steger · Randy Stout · Holland Duell Financial Strategies · Brian Kuehl and Michelle Sullivan · Richard and Linda Suphin · Liz and Tracy Swanson · Dr. Wendell and Martha Swatt-Robison · Melinda Sweet · Hardy and Patsy Tate · Margie Taylor · Seymour Thickman · Larry and Nancy Toney · Bryan Todd · University of Wyoming · Bob Utter · Carol and Roy Vandeventer · Anne and Edwin D. Vaughan · Joan and Bob Wallick · Leon Washut · Vince Whiting · Tod and Marjorie Windsor · Wyoming State Historical Society · Xcel Energy Foundation Matching Program · Craig and Eula Yancey

*Green names indicate Visionary Circle Members and/or gifts $1,000 and above.

Biketoberfest Sponsors 2014

Platinum Sponsors: BackCountry Bikes & Mountain Works · Black Tooth Brewing · Eatons’ Ranch · Sheridan Media · Sheridan Travel & Tourism Gold Sponsors: Dominos Pizza · First Interstate Bank Silver Sponsors: The Business Center · D.A. Davidson · ERA Carroll Realty · Foot of the Bighorns · Goddard, Wages & Vogel · Hammer Chevrolet · Hidden Bridge Golf Course · Kilpatrick Creations · Powder Horn Realty · Purenergy Fitness · Sheridan Bicycle Co. · The Sports Stop · Sheridan Stationary Bronze Sponsors: Let’Er Buck Carwash · Bighorn Beverage · Larabar · Cloud Peak Crossfit

Unplug Sponsors 2015

Wyoming Community Foundation · Homer A. and Mildred S. Scott Foundation · Denison Family Foundation

Thank you to everyone who made our work possible this fiscal year! We sincerely apologize if your name is missing or spelled inaccurately. Please notify us of any errors at (307) 673-4702 or email director@sheridanclt.org.